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PHASE ONE

OVERVIEW

Executive Summary
In the family drama, Mosh Opera, two teenage brothers, living in the suburbs of North Orange County,
find haven from their lives at home and school, at their local punk club. Casey and Robbie use the punk
rock lifestyle as a way to bridge their relationship and find commonalities, despite their diﬀerences.
From bullies at school, bar fights with cowboys, Elmer’s Glue and hair dye, the brothers bonded over
their struggles, broke free from their old ways, and forged new paths to their futures.
An original indie punk rock soundtrack, a young, multi-talented cast, and a small independent film
with a big heart, come together to create a story that audiences, from any era, can relate with. When it
comes to originality, heart, and dynamic characters, Chapman University’s Ryan Hoskins and Elliot
Reekers, know exactly how to grab attention, relate to their audience, and make you want to see more.
Mosh Opera takes a coming-of-age story, ties in ‘80s punk music, and sets the characters and the viewers
on a journey that makes everyone question if the path they are on, is the one that is meant to be…

9

Tagline

Punk ain’t dead yet…
But it won’t last forever.

10

Positioning Statement
When Casey discovers that his younger brother, Robbie, is a victim of bullying, Casey introduces
him to the 1980’s O.C. punk scene, in hopes of building his self-confidence and revamping their
sibling bond.

Anticipated Rating
Rated R

Genre
Family Drama

Synopsis
Casey is a 23 year old, lead singer of The Reckoning, an Orange County 80’s punk rock band.
Getting tangled in mosh pit brawls and fist fights with cowboys at local punk clubs night after
night, driving home bloody and bruised, was nothing new for him. It’s a way of life. The punk
rock lifestyle. But, when Casey notices that his 17-year-old brother, Robbie, has fallen victim to
constant bullying at school, he decides to take action. He isn’t willing to let bloody noses and
bruises run in their family. In the process, Casey begins rethinking the direction of his own life
and realizes that the punk life he once loved isn’t as good as it used to be. It was time to let go of
his past and reinvent himself for the future.
11

Target Audience
PRIMARY: Young Males and Female Adults, ages 18-25
•
•
•
•
•

The film would mainly draw in angsty teenagers and uncertain students, who are finding their barring in society
College students and recent high school graduates, who are unsure of who they are and what their future holds
California dreamers or California natives, especially individuals from Southern California
Strong interests in the punk rock music genre, partying, or drinking
Can relate to themes that include: brotherhood, bullying, uncertainty, low self-esteem, or finding one’s true self

SECONDARY: Adult Males and Females, ages 35-56
• The film would attract reminiscing adults, likely attracting a heavier concentration of male moviegoers who have
achieved success within their lives, but can recall moments of uncertainty and distress regarding his or her future
• Educated and have experience in the workplace, even had experience with being in a band or musical group
• Have an interest in the 1980’s punk rock music scene and are comfortable with the consumption of alcohol
• Can relate to themes that include: brotherhood, bullying, uncertainty, low self-esteem, or finding one’s true self

TERTIARY: THE PUNK ROCK FANATICS
•
•
•
•

Young adults and adults, males and females, ages 18-56
Strong interests in the punk rock music genre, partying, or drinking
Have familiarity with the punk rock scene in the 1980’s or are highly invested in today’s punk rock music bands
Understand the violence involved in punk rock music, including mosh pits or the rivalries between cowboys and
punk rockers
12

Marketing Opportunities
• The Story, the film’s storyline encompasses the struggles
of growing up, finding one’s true self, and the many
obstacles life can put in our way, which makes the plot
relatable to a wide array of audiences.

• Soundtrack and Music, the film is heavily musicoriented, which presents a huge opportunity to appeal
to the film’s audiences, especially individuals who love
punk music. It features an original punk rock
soundtrack.

• Originality , the film has a unique story that is multilayered, though it is a story about brotherhood and
growing up, it also includes homoerotic undertones.

Marketing Obstacles
• Title Troubles, the film’s title is a unclear and may not
engage the target audiences. Though short and simple, the
word “opera” may dissuade some moviegoers and could
attract an individual who is interested in opera rather than
punk music.
• Celebrity Shortage, since this is a thesis project by
graduate student filmmakers, the cast and crew is by no
means an obstacle, however they don’t present major
opportunities.
• California Love, the heavy representation of California
could limit the relativity and appeal to people who live
around the national or internationally. The film specifically
identifies the punk scene in Orange County in the 1980s.
15

The Big Idea

BROTHERHOOD

PHASE TWO

FILM FESTIVAL STRATEGY

Target Festivals
South by Southwest takes place in AFI Fest is held in Hollywood,
Austin, Texas and was established in
1987. It is an annual set of film,
interactive media, and music festivals
and it celebrates raw innovation and
emerging talent both behind and in
front of the camera. Since South by
Southwest encompasses film and
music, Mosh Opera would have the
opportunity to attract a wide array of
audiences, from punk rock lovers to
indie film moviegoers. The Southern
California, indie drama could stand
out amongst its competition, as it
incorporates original punk music into
its storyline.

California and is Los Angeles’
longest running international film
festival. AFI has brought some of
the best in world cinema to the
film capital of the world since its
launch in 1971. The festival invites
master filmmakers and emerging
artists to come together to present
their films on a renowned
platform. Since the filmmakers
reside in Orange County the
festival will have a local-feel and
audiences will be able to connect
with Mosh Opera’s southern
California setting.

Newport Beach Film Festival
is located in Newport Beach,
California and is an annual festival
focusing on showcasing multigenre studio and independent
films. It was established in 1999
and is evolving into a prestigious
event, attracting surrounding
beach communities and audiences
from beyond the OC metro area.
The festival works with several
colleges in the Southern California
area, supporting new voices in
independent cinema and would be
a great fit for Mosh Opera.
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Dodge College of Film and Media Arts
Chapman University
Orange, CA 92866
9 May 2016
To the ladies and gentleman of The Newport Beach Film Festival:

Pitch Letter

Youth, childhood dreams, and the process of finding one’s place in the world are essential
elements of the human experience. However, these moments in our life do not define who we
must be in the future. Ultimately, these are merely stages of our life that will come to an end.
I submit to you the independent drama, Mosh Opera. The latest short film to come out of
Dodge College of Film and Media Arts encompasses punk music, growing up, family issues,
and brotherhood. It follows the lives and struggles of two angsty teenage brothers, who are
searching for their true identities in the punk world. Director Ryan Hoskins and producer
Elliot Reekers use the 1980’s punk scene in Orange County as a way to reveal that being lost
and uncertain of the future is a part of growing up, and that it is ok to let go of things you once
loved, if it helps you move forward.
Mosh Opera follows the story of 23 year-old Casey through the Orange County punk scene as
he hopes to build his younger brother’s self confidence and revamp their sibling bond. At the
same time, Casey discovers that he must make a choice between the punk lifestyle and a bright
future.
Mosh Opera is a short film directed and produced by two Chapman University graduate
students who reside in Irvine, California and actors who grew up in the Los Angeles area.
Furthermore, the film’s setting takes place in the OC and it was filmed in local cities, such as
Anaheim and Mission Viejo. The Newport Beach Film Festival is huge supporter of student
made films and is a local Orange County film festival, which makes Mosh Opera and The
Newport Beach Film Festival an unbeatable team and a perfect fit.
Elliot Reekers, producer of Mosh Opera and graduate film student at Chapman University, is
the recipient of the Katie Weinstein Memorial Award. This award is presented to a graduate
student in the producing program during the spring semester who has demonstrated excellence
as a producer to assist with the production cost of their thesis film project. With the Katie
Weinstein Memorial Award backing the independent film, Mosh Opera is bound to be a great
success.
For more information about Mosh Opera, please contact Elliot Reekers at (714) 955-1252 or
via email at reeke100@mail.chapman.edu.

Dodge College of Film and Media Arts
Chapman University
Orange, CA 92866
9 May 2016
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
ORANGE, CA. —Youth, childhood dreams, and the process of finding one’s place in the
world are essential elements of the human experience. However, these moments in our life do
not define who we must be in the future. Ultimately, these are merely stages of our life that will
come to an end.
Mosh Opera, the latest short film to come out of Dodge College of Film and Media Arts
encompasses punk music, growing up, family issues, and brotherhood. It follows the lives and
struggles of two angsty teenage brothers, who are searching for their true identities in the punk
world. Director Ryan Hoskins and producer Elliot Reekers use the 1980’s punk scene in
Orange County as a way to reveal that being lost and uncertain of the future is a part of
growing up, and that it is ok to let go of things you once loved, if it helps you move forward.
Mosh Opera follows the story of 23 year-old Casey through the Orange County punk scene as
he hopes to build his younger brother’s self confidence and revamp their sibling bond. At the
same time, Casey discovers that he must make a choice between the punk lifestyle and a bright
future.

Press Release

Elliot Reekers, producer of Mosh Opera and graduate film student at Chapman University, is
the recipient of the Katie Weinstein Memorial Award. This award is presented to a graduate
student in the producing program during the spring semester who has demonstrated excellence
as a producer to assist with the production cost of their thesis film project. With the Katie
Weinstein Memorial Award backing the independent film, Mosh Opera is bound to be a great
success.
For more information about Mosh Opera, please contact Elliot Reekers at (714) 955-1252 or
via email at reeke100@mail.chapman.edu.
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Meet The Filmmakers
Ryan Hoskins At diﬀerent points in his life, Ryan has been a comedian,
an actor, a theater director, a community college professor, a high school
teacher, a children's kung fu instructor, an employee of a Native
American tribal government, a health care worker, an intern at
Nickelodeon, a guitarist/bassist in a handful of bands that never went
anywhere, and an editor for music videos and documentaries. And now
he's a filmmaker, and he can't get over how weird that is to say. Other
fun facts: Ryan is a native of Orange County. He almost became a pastry
chef but filmmaking won the coin toss. Also, he has crippling
weaknesses for puppies, donuts, and fried chicken.

Elliot Reekers Elliot is a Huntington Beach native, who attended
college in San Diego and graduated with a General Biology degree. He
then began work at the Salk Institute, where he worked in the plant
genomics lab, but he wanted something more fast-paced. After a few
years, he moved back to Orange County to pursue work in the film
industry. He began taking film classes at Orange Coast College and later,
transferred to Chapman University to work towards his MBA/MFA. At
Chapman, he received the Katie Weinstein Memorial Fund which
helped finance Mosh Opera. Now, after a couple years of finance
internships, he is looking forward to starting a production finance career
in the film industry.

Nick Reilly a New York City native,
Zach Tinker was born in New
York City and moved to Los
Angeles at the age of 3. He grew
up around sets with his mother
who is an editor at MTV and
his father, a writer. He began
acting in fifth grade and at the
age of 21, has worked on stage,
films, and television. Zach has
attended Gonzaga University
and Loyola Marymount
University, and plays Casey in
Mosh Opera.

moved to Los Angeles three years ago,
and what a crazy few years it has been!
He grew up in the New York City
theatre scene where he saw RENT on
Broadway more times than anyone
should. After falling in love with
theater, he attended film school for
one year. His studies eventually lead
him to Circle in the Square
Conservatory where he graduated in
2012. Now, he plays Joshua in
Hoskins and Reekers’ drama film,
Mosh Opera.

Hunter Doohan is an actor
and writer, known for It’s
Supposed to Be Healthy,
Pursuit, and Grace. He
studied at The Joanne Baron/
D.W. Brown Studio. He
plays in Robbie in Mosh
Opera.

Meet The Cast
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On-Set Photography

Branded DVD Case and Disk
DIRECTED BY RYAN HOSKINS | PRODUCED BY ELLIOT REEKERS | DODGE COLLEGE

Mosh Opera
Youth, childhood dreams, and
the process of finding one’s
place in the world are essential
elements of the human
experience. However, these
moments in our life do not
define who we must be in the
future.
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Mosh Opera follows the story
of 23 year-old Casey through
the Orange County punk scene
as he hopes to build his
younger brother’s self
confidence and revamp their
sibling bond. At the same time,
Casey discovers that he must
make a choice between the
punk lifestyle and a bright
future.
Punk ain’t dead yet, but it won’t
last forever.
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Alyssa BlisS
Marketing Director

Mosh Opera
650.703.6388
AlyssaBliss@MoshOperaMovie.com

Festival Marketing

Movie Poster

Marketing Strategy The festival marketing strategy will be creative,
resourceful, and heavily social. In addition to the classic marketing
techniques, such as hanging posters around the Orange County area and
local universities, the marketing team will be using the punk music aspect to
the film’s advantage. The team will be hand out the Mosh Opera original
soundtrack in the local area, host a fall concert and meet-and-greet at
Chapman University coordinated with the University Program Board, and
create Mosh Opera swag to be passed out at nearby film and music festivals.
These marketing strategies will help spread the word amongst younger
audiences and generate buzz around Orange County communities.

SOUNDTRACK BY ZACH TINKER AND NICK REILLY

Original CD
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Chapman University’s Fall Concert

Social Media The film’s audience will have a

Mosh Opera Swag

f t

MOSH OPERA
MOSH OPERA

strong presence on social media, therefore, the
marketing team will develop a Facebook,
Instagram, and Twitter page to generate
excitement at film festivals and create a
following. In addition, the film will have its
own hashtag, so festival goers can tag Mosh
Opera in their posts and see the most current
photos and tweets about the movie. Lastly, on
Facebook, information regarding screenings,
links to relevant articles, and behind the scenes
photographs will be available for Mosh Opera
fans and it’ll allow two-way communication.

MOSH
OPERA

Social Media Outlets

#MoshOperaMovie
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PHASE THREE
B2B STRATEGY

Limited Platform Release The film will be played in only a
select few cities across the United States, in major
metropolitan areas, and can increase in size in the following
weeks, if it does well in those initial theaters.

Distributors By targeting well-known
independent distributors, the film is more likely to
gain credibility, experience attention from the
media, and be promoted via word of mouth.The
Mosh Opera marketing team will target The
Weinstein Company, A24, and Fox Searchlight
Pictures to be the distributors of the film.

Distribution
Strategy
33

Target Film Distributors

Sing Street, Fruitvale Station, and Demolition,
along with the following films, have been
distributed by The Weinstein Company, A24,
or Fox Searchlight Pictures. These American
film studios specialize in independent films
and have released dramas similar to Hoskins
and Reekers’ family drama, Mosh Opera.
These film studios have released titles similar
to Mosh Opera, in terms of style, a young
target audiences, and themes including
coming of age, brotherhood, and
reconciliation. These distributors would be a
great fit and help make this film get the
attention and recognition it deserves.

Target Film Distributors

Similar Titles

Film Screenings
We will host pre-screenings in three of the major
cities we will open the film in, prior to the film’s
premiere. These three cities will be Los Angeles,
New York City, and San Francisco, because each
are known for having strong punk scenes and
punk rock fanatics. These screenings will help
spur word-of-mouth advertising and help the
marketing team see what the overall appeal is for
the film. With feedback from audience, the
marketing team will learn how to better capture
the target audience’s attention.

Movie Tracking
In the weeks leading up to the opening premiere and
during the first few weeks after the film’s release, the
marketing team will closely monitor the tracking of Mosh
Opera. In doing so, the team will be able to determine
whether the film is reaching its target market and better
understand why the film is doing well or poorly in
comparison to other films being released. Tracking can
help the marketers see how much revenue the film makes,
how holidays or special events can eﬀect moviegoing, and
which audiences are interested in the film.

PHASE FOUR

CONSUMER STRATEGY
38

Overall Strategy
Friday, July 22, 2016 has been chosen as the
release date for Mosh Opera, because the
other films premiering that weekend do not
pose serious threats to the film’s success. No
other films premiering are categorized as
dramas, nor do the films target Mosh Opera’s
target audiences. Paramount Pictures’
franchise, Star Trek Beyond, and 20th
Century Fox’s animated movie, Ice Age:
Collision Course, are the two major films
that show any potential to compete with the
punk drama film. A limited platform release
will allow for the film to gain traction in 55
theaters in Los Angeles, Orange County,
and San Francisco, before the number of
theaters expands to reach a larger audience
across the country.
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Release Strategy

RELEASE DATE: JULY 22, 2016

Limited Platform Release

It will be released in major
cities across the U.S., then expand in the following weeks.

Release Date To execute the distribution strategy, Mosh
Opera will ideally be released to capture the attention of
the film’s target audience— young adults and uncertain
students. There is no better time than the final few
weeks of summer, when high school and college students
are preparing for their junior/senior year or are entering
the workforce. At this time, these young people may
begin to feel pressure from their parents to prepare for
the upcoming school year or find a career path, leaving
them to feel the same sense of helpless confusion similar
to Casey and Robbie. The film will be showing in
theaters beginning July 22, 2016.

Other Releases That Day
Star Trek Beyond
Ice Age: Collision Course
Lights Out
Absolutely Fabulous
Cafe Society
Don’t Think Twice
Into The Forest

Sci Fi/Sequel
Animated
Horror
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Adaption

Distribution
Detroit, MI
Chicago, IL

Seattle, WA

10

Portland, OR

San Francisco, CA

10

10
15

15
20

Los Angeles, CA
Orange County, CA

10

10

New York, NY

10
10
10

20

Denver, CO
Dallas, TX

Philadelphia, PA
Nashville, TN

10

15

Boston, MA

10

15 Cities with 185 Theater Locations

Atlanta, GA
Miami, FL

Creative Advertising
The creative strategy is similar to the release strategy, it will start small,
then progressively take shape. First, the team will start by using classic
advertising methods, such as getting movie posters on billboards, bus
stops, train stations, and flyers in bars and restaurants in cities where the
film will screen. The team will add a twist of creativity by handing out
the film’s original soundtrack at test screenings and around New York
City, Los Angeles, and San Francisco. Then, the team will bring Mosh
Opera swag, including hats, bags, and apparel, to nearby music festivals,
so fans can advertise the film’s name and spread the word about its
upcoming release. As the release date comes closer, the team will air the
trailer on television as a commercial and get the trailer to play as an
advertisement before people watch videos on YouTube.
Through these advertising techniques, the marketing team hopes to
create buzz about the film, excite younger audiences about the punk
rock music and relatable themes, and prove that the film is unlike other
films being released in the marketplace.

Punk ain’t dead
yet… But it won’t
last forever.

Tagline

One Sheet Possibilities
DIRECTED BY RYAN HOSKINS | PRODUCED BY ELLIOT REEKERS | DODGE COLLEGE
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ZACH TINKER | NICK REILLY | HUNTER DOOHAN

ever.

ZACH TINKER | NICK REILLY | HUNTER DOOHAN

Billboard
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Tv Spot

The marketing team will work alongside the director to create a
trailer that airs in the cities where the movie is released. The
trailer will highlight that the film is a family drama,
incorporating cuts of the two brothers dealing with issues at
home and contrast it with scenes from the rowdy punk bar. It
will entice high school and college age viewers by showing that
the main characters are discovering themselves, struggling with
family issues, and finding their passions too. It will also include
scenes with violence, original music, and potential love
interests.

Radio

The marketing team will make contact with at
least one punk rock radio station, from each
large city, where the film will be shown. The
station will be asked to play an original song
from the Mosh Opera soundtrack to promote
the film and advertise its upcoming release.

Media Strategy
Awareness: Phase One

Interest: Phase Two

Reminder: Phase Three

Phase One focuses on awareness
for Mosh Opera. Advertising
during this time will familiarize
the target audience with the title
and engage punk lovers and indie
film fans on social media outlets.
A reach strategy will ensure that
our target is aware of Mosh
Opera’s release. This process will
begin at the end of April, when
the music and film festivals start,
and continue on throughout
May.

Phase Two uses a frequency strategy
and it will start in mid-June. At this
time, television trailers will run
sporadically during the last two
weeks of June and then, more
heavily during the first two weeks of
July. The trailer will provide more
detail about the film, and saturation
across multiple media platforms will
solidify that the film resonates with
the audience in one way or another.

Phase Three aims to remind
those who are interested in going
to the theaters to see Mosh
Opera, that the film is comes out
on July 22, 2016. The frequency
media strategy will continue, but
a this phase will add homepage
takeover, as well as television
review spots.

Media Use:
Posters
Billboards
Social Media Outlets
Merchandise Giveaways

Media Use:
Posters
Billboards
Social Media Outlets
TV Trailer Spot
Print: Magazine, Newspaper
Online: Pre-Roll Ad/Banner

Media Use:
Posters
Billboards
Social Media Outlets
TV Trailer Spot/ Review spot
Print: Magazine, Newspaper
Online: Pre-Roll Ad/Banner/
Homepage Takeover

Budget Allocation
Mosh Opera Media
10%
10%

10%

50%

10%
10%

Television
Online (Banner)
Outdoor Posters

Print
Online (Pre-Roll)
Social Media

Publicity
Publicity for Mosh Opera will establish familiarity for the film’s
target audiences and make the title of the film more recognizable.
Publicity will run from the beginning of Mosh Opera’s festival
season with a reach approach and it will become more frequent in
the two weeks leading up to the film’s theatrical release.

Music Festival Appearances
The stars of Mosh Opera will be scheduled to make special guest
appearances and perform at Coachella in Southern California,
Rockfest in Kansas City, and Rock N’ Derby in New York. This
type of publicity will attract the punk rock fanatics and indie
film lovers.

Talk Shows and Radio Shows
The stars of Mosh Opera will be scheduled
to carry out interviews on popular
television talk shows and radio shows in
Los Angeles and New York, prior to and
after the release of the film.

Screenings
Preview screenings of Mosh Opera will be held specifically
for press, bloggers, critics, and colleges, in Los Angeles,
Orange County, and New York. This will allow the media
and opinion leaders to have a first glance at the film and
depending on the reviews, the screenings will establish
credibility for the title. In addition, the screenings will
spur interest for the film and act as a platform for wordof-mouth advertising. If viewers react positively, more
screenings will be introduced nationwide.

Sample Pitch Letter
Dodge College of Film and Media Arts
Chapman University
Orange, CA 92866
9 May 2016
To the ladies and gentleman of The Newport Beach Film Festival:
Youth, childhood dreams, and the process of finding one’s place in the world are
essential elements of the human experience. However, these moments in our life do not
define who we must be in the future. Ultimately, these are merely stages of our life that
will come to an end.
I submit to you the independent drama, Mosh Opera. The latest short film to come out
of Dodge College of Film and Media Arts encompasses punk music, growing up,
family issues, and brotherhood. It follows the lives and struggles of two angsty teenage
brothers, who are searching for their true identities in the punk world. Director Ryan
Hoskins and producer Elliot Reekers use the 1980’s punk scene in Orange County as a
way to reveal that being lost and uncertain of the future is a part of growing up, and
that it is ok to let go of things you once loved, if it helps you move forward.
Mosh Opera follows the story of 23 year-old Casey through the Orange County punk
scene as he hopes to build his younger brother’s self confidence and revamp their
sibling bond. At the same time, Casey discovers that he must make a choice between
the punk lifestyle and a bright future.
Mosh Opera is a short film directed and produced by two Chapman University graduate
students who reside in Irvine, California and actors who grew up in the Los Angeles
area. Furthermore, the film’s setting takes place in the OC and it was filmed in local
cities, such as Anaheim and Mission Viejo. The Newport Beach Film Festival is huge
supporter of student made films and is a local Orange County film festival, which
makes Mosh Opera and The Newport Beach Film Festival an unbeatable team and a
perfect fit.
Elliot Reekers, producer of Mosh Opera and graduate film student at Chapman
University, is the recipient of the Katie Weinstein Memorial Award. This award is
presented to a graduate student in the producing program during the spring semester
who has demonstrated excellence as a producer to assist with the production cost of
their thesis film project. With the Katie Weinstein Memorial Award backing the
independent film, Mosh Opera is bound to be a great success.
For more information about Mosh Opera, please contact Elliot Reekers at (714)
955-1252 or via email at reeke100@mail.chapman.edu.
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Promotions
Since Mosh Opera is an student-made, independent film, the marketing team will not focus heavily on
promotions. Also, the team will not utilize product placement or corporate ties, so the film can maintain
its indie credibility. Due to the fact that the film is rated R, includes violence, and is heavy in nature, it
would be unlikely that the Mosh Opera would establish large corporate partnerships. However, the team
may partner with other local, Orange County alternative bands to generate buzz about the band in the
film, The Reckoning.

The
Reckoning

Internet Marketing
The online strategy will be one of the first marketing tactics to
be implemented. Since a vast majority of the target market
have social media accounts and uses the Internet, the team will
focus heavily on online advertising before the film’s release in
late-July. Online banner advertisements and social media
postings will combine to capture the attention of the primary
and secondary audiences. The primary and secondary audiences
for the film are young males and females between the ages of
18-25 and adults ages 35-56, and these audiences are typically
avid internet users.
The social media platforms that Mosh Opera will make use of
include: Snapchat, YouTube Instagram ,Twitter, and Facebook.
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